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ABSTRACT

1.

Software development is a largely collaborative effort, of
which the actual encoding of program logic in source code is
a relatively small part. Yet, little is known about the impact
of collaboration between stakeholders on software quality.
We hypothesize that the collaboration between stakeholders
during software development has a non-negligible impact on
the software system. Information about collaborative activities can be recovered from traces of their communication,
which are recorded in the repositories used for the development of the software system. This thesis contributes the
following: 1) to make this information accessible for practitioners and researchers, we present approaches to distill
communication information from development repositories,
and empirically validate our proposed extractors. 2) By linking back the extracted communication data to the parts of
the software system under discussion, we are able to empirically study the impact of communication, as a proxy to
collaboration between stakeholders, on a software system.
Through case studies on a broad spectrum of open-source
software projects, we demonstrate the important role of social interactions between stakeholders with respect to the
evolution of a software system.

Software development as a social activity.
Non-trivial software development is a complex task based
on the combined social and technical efforts of software engineers. Modularization makes this complexity manageable [2,
27], and managers use high-level information about the software system to divide the development effort into work teams
[15]. This conception is formalized in Conway’s Law, who
notes in his original work that the source code of a software system stands in direct relation with the organizational structure of the development team, as design decisions require communication among the stakeholders making those decisions [18]. Since software development requires
a great amount of social and interpersonal interactions, it
comes to no surprise that software engineers typically spend
a large fraction of their workday communicating with their
co-workers [3]. Lately, research begins to understand that
the intricacies of these interactions, such as the forming of
social networks and sub-communities [13, 31], work dependencies [16], or daily routines [29] stand in a direct relation
to the quality of the final software product [15].
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INTRODUCTION

The role of communication in software development.
De Souza et al. provided evidence that communication among
software developers is critical for the success of software systems: information hiding led development teams to be unaware of other teams’ work, resulting in coordination problems [20]. Bird et al. and Grinter et al. have reported similar
findings for distributed software development [11, 22], which
highlight communication as the most referenced problem in
distributed software development.
Research Hypothesis.
Motivated by the empirical evidence provided in past research, this dissertation proposes to study the impact of
collaboration between stakeholders on the quality of a software system more closely. We believe that the quality of
a software, is impacted not only by the condition of the
source code, but also by the collaborative activities of the
stakeholders responsible for the development of the software
system. Furthermore, we believe that these collaborative activities also impact the community of developers involved in
producing the software system. These believes have led to
the formulation of our research hypothesis, which we state
as follows:



The collaboration between stakeholders impacts the code
quality and development community of a software system.







We conjecture that the communication between stakeholders is a valuable proxy to their collaborative activities. To
validate our research hypothesis, we propose the following
methodology. First, we develop tools and techniques to extract communication data from development repositories,
and empirically validate the proposed approaches through
case studies on development repositories provided by opensource software systems. Next, we perform a linking of the
extracted communication data back to the parts of the software system referenced within the data. These links enable
us to investigate the impact of collaboration between stakeholders on quality and the development community.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: we present
our proposed approach to validating our research hypothesis in Sections 2-4. In each section, we present our motivation, current progress and future research opportunities.
In Section 5, we expand on the describing the state of the
art beyond the research work presented in Section 1. We
conclude our work in Section 6 by outlining the prospective
contributions of our work.

2.

EXTRACTING COLLABORATION DATA
FROM SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT REPOSITORIES.

Through publicly available data from open-source systems,
researchers have access to the rich development repositories
of large software systems that are developed by hundreds
of developers over extended periods of time. Some of these
repositories, such as developer mailing lists, record communication data explicitly. At the same time, communication
data is also captured implicitly in development repositories
meant for other tasks, for example developers have been observed to chat through the transaction logs in version control
repositories [32].
However, the extraction of communication data from development repositories is a challenging task [4], as communication data was never designed to be pulled out of development repositories. Such data exists mainly in the form of unstructured data: arbitrary combinations of natural language
text and technical artifacts like source code entities, references to parts of the software system, stack traces, patches,
code examples, and other project specific vocabulary. Conventional data and text mining approaches were designed for
proper natural language text, as one would find for example in newspaper articles. As such, we cannot readily apply
these approaches to mine communication data [8].
Co-organized by Dr. Bram Adams and me, we initiated
the 2010 Workshop on Mining Unstructured Data (MUD’10)
[4] as a forum for researchers and developers for discussing
and sharing the existing work on mining unstructured data
into a common reference frame and to discuss the techniques
for mining unstructured data.
Within the same line of work presented in the MUD’10
workshop [4], we proposed a lightweight approach based on
morphological language analysis to uncover technical artifacts, such as source code examples, stack traces, class and
function names, patches, identifiers, and other development
specific lingo within unstructured data [5].
We are currently continuing this line of work by extending
our empirical validation of the proposed tool. In addition,
we are investigating different approaches, including heuris-

tics based on regular expressions, fuzzy text search and vector space models for linking the extracted technical artifacts
back to the software system. Through these links we are
able to establish a connection between communications and
the parts of the software system they talk about.

3.

STUDYING THE IMPACT OF COLLABORATION ON THE QUALITY OF A SOFTWARE SYSTEM.

Using the extracted communication data from development
repositories, we are able to investigate the impact of collaboration on quality of software systems more closely.
As a first step into this direction, we mined the discussions surrounding the maintenance efforts recorded in the
issue trackers of the Eclipse and Mozilla Firefox software
systems. We linked the discussions to the software system
through the unique issue report identifiers, which are often referenced by developers when carrying out corrective
changes. Through a case study we demonstrated the impact of both, the contents, as well as the dynamics of the
communication surrounding corrective maintenance efforts
on future software quality [7].
In this line of work, we investigated the relative impact
of different aspects of this communication on post-release
defects through statistical models. Similar approaches have
been successfully used in the past to study the relationship
between source code measures and defects [16, 23, 25, 26, 28,
34]. Through our results we observed that the discussions
of source code and proposed patches correlate with the risk
of future bugs in the areas of source code they reference.
Similarly, we discovered that inconsistency in communication flow among stakeholders, for example extended periods
of silence, stand in a strong relation with the risk of introducing defects in the software system.
Additionally, we demonstrated that measurements of the
communication surrounding corrective maintenance can not
only explain post-release defects as well as traditional models based on code metrics, but also that a combination of
traditional models based on code metrics, and models based
on communication metrics explains post release defects better than each model separately [6].
We are currently investigating the possibilities of increasing the performance of traditional defect prediction methods
through the use of collaboration measures.

4.

STUDYING THE IMPACT OF COLLABORATION ON THE DEVELOPMENT
COMMUNITY.

In the first line of our contributions we propose to analyze
the relationships between collaboration and the quality of
a software system. However, evidence reported by past research, such as the findings of Bird et al. on the forming of
sub-communities [10], led us to strongly believe that collaboration does impact software systems beyond source code:
as software development requires a large amount of social
and interpersonal interactions, we hypothesize that there is
also an impact on the development community responsible
for the creation of the software.
Since the quality of a software system is influenced by
both, the state of the source code, as well as the people
producing the source code, we propose to investigate the

impact of collaboration on the stakeholders responsible for
providing source code changes.
Within this line of work, we are currently studying the
contribution management processes of several successful opensource systems and the communication surrounding these
processes. Open-source systems rely on a thriving community surrounding the software system that carries out much
of the adaptive development effort [9]. As software systems
are constantly changing [24], the management of new source
code, contributed by the development community takes on
important role in the development of open-source software.
Contribution management requires communication between
a variety of different stakeholders, including the discussion
of the design and implementation of contributions, peerreviews carried out for means of software quality assurance,
and the integration of the proposed changes into future releases. We conjecture that irregularities in the communication surrounding these processes are potentially disruptive
to the integration of future changes into the software. For
example, a member of that development community who
does not get timely feedback on his proposed source code
changes in a timely fashion might get discouraged to contribute to the software system in the future and leave the
community.
Our preliminary findings suggest the existence of several
strong relationships between the way an open-source software community collaborates and the evolution of their organizational structure.

5.

a case study on the use of social network analysis measures
obtained from inter-developer communication in the IBM
Jazz repository to predict build failures [31].

6.

• Tools and techniques for mining communication information from development repositories.
As a first step towards making communication data
hidden in development repositories accessible for researchers and practitioners, this dissertation presents
tools and methods to distill communication information from development repositories, such as mailing
list archives, version control systems, or issue tracking
databases.
• Empirical validation of the applicability of the
presented tools and heuristics. We demonstrate
the applicability of these tools by empirically validating the proposed methods and heuristics through case
studies on a wide range of development repositories of
different software systems. We propose tools and techniques for the automated extraction of communication
data from software development repositories.

STATE OF THE ART

Beyond the research work presented in Section 1, we recognize the following lines of research that are closely related
to the work presented in this thesis.
Socio-Technical Congruence.
Literature documents a variety of factors leading to communication problems in software development, such as frequency [3], the number of stakeholders involved [14, 17], the
non-sharing of knowledge [19], and architectural modularity [21]. Amrit et al. were the first to propose a formalization of developer communication in so-called “affiliation
networks” [1], within the context of validating Conway’s law.
This idea has been picked up by Valetto et al., who examine
socio-technical networks, which merge social networks mined
from communication meta-data with collaboration networks
mined from source code [30]. In this line of work, Valetto et
al. propose the notion of socio-technical congruence as a degree of fit between communication and coordination of developers related to the same software component [30]. Cataldo
et al. studied the relation between socio-technical congruence and the software development process [15, 17].
Use of collaboration metrics in defect prediction.
Research has since picked up social networks and social network analysis to describe developer collaboration. To date,
most research effort is based on both social network analysis and socio-technical networks. Some notable instances
include the work by Bird et al., who use social network analysis on social networks mined from email repositories [10,13].
These social networks lay the foundation for the use of sociotechnical networks to predict software defects [12]. Similarly,
Zimmermann et al. use social network measures on dependency graphs to predict defects [33], and Wolf et al. present

CONCLUSIONS AND CONTRIBUTIONS

Traces of collaborative software development activities can
be found in the repositories, developers use on a day to day
basis, such as version control systems, issue tracking systems and email discussion lists. By extracting communication data from development repositories and linking them
back to the software system, we are able to investigate the
impact of collaboration on the quality and the development
community of a software system.
The technical contributions of our work center around the
development and empirical validation of methods to extract
communication information from development repositories.
In particular, we propose the following contributions:

The conceptual contributions of our work center around using the extracted communication information to investigate
the impact of collaboration on software quality. In particular, we propose the following contributions:
• Empirical validation of the impact of collaboration on the quality of a software system.
Through an empirical study on the impact of communication surrounding the software development process
and the quality of a software system we uncovered several factors influencing the risk of post-release defects.
• Empirical validation of the impact of collaboration on the development community. Through
an empirical study on the communication surrounding the process of contribution management in open
source software systems, we demonstrate the impact
of collaboration on the community developing the software system, which in return effects the integration of
adaptive, corrective and prescriptive changes into the
software.

7.
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